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To study the heai transfer in a pin fin.

Atr'r 
'

1.

2.

21

2.2
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To calculaie the heat transfer coefficient experimentally & theoretically for free and

forced convection.

Compare the theoretical temperature distribution with experimentally obtained

distribution.

3. lrutnooucttoH,

Extended surfaces or fins are used to increase the heat transfer rate from a surface to a

fluid wherever it is not possible to increase the value of the surface heat transfer

coefficient or the temperature difference between the surface and the fluid. The use of

this is very common and they are fabricated in a variety of shapes circumferential fins

around the cylinder of a motorcycle engine and fins attached to condenser tubes of a

refrigerator are few familiar examples.

TgeonY,

Natural convection phenomenon is due to the temperature difference between the

surface and the fluid and is not created by any external agency. Forced convection

phenomenon is due to the temperature difference between the surface and the fluid and

is created by any external agency, such as blower, pump etc. The experimental heat

transfer coefficient is given for both the free and forced convection.

4.

Theoretical heat transfer coefficient for free and forced convection, can be calculated

by following formulae:

Where hE,, hrh are experimental and theoretical
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Q" is amount of heat transfer, As is heat transfer area and Af is temperature

difference. Nu is nusselt no., k is thermal conductivity and D is diameter.

It is obvious that a fin surface stick out from primary heai transfer surface. The

temperature difference with surrounding fluid will steadily diminish as one moves out

along the fin. The design of the fins therefore requires knowledge of the iemperature

distribution in the fin. The main object of this experimental set up is to study the

temperature distribution in a simple pin fin.

Fin parameter

Fin effectiveness

tanhmL
mL

The temperature profile within a pin fin is given by:

0 TTl
oo Tb TF

[cosh m(L x) + H sinh /t(L x)]

[cosh mL + H sinh mL]

Where Ti is the free stream temperature of air; Tb is the temperature of fin at its base; T

is the temperature within the fin at any x; L is the length of the fin and D is the fin

diameter, m is the fin parameter, I is temperature distribution profile.

5. Descnrplror.r,

It consists of pin type fin fitted in a duct. A blower is provided on one side of duct. Air

flow rates can be varied by given flow control valve. A heater is provided to heats one

end of fin and heat flows to another end. Heat input io the heaier is given through variac

Digital voltmeter and digital ammeter are provided for heat measuremeni. Digital

temperature indicator measures temperature disiribution along the fin. Airflow is

measured with the help of orifice meter and the water manometer fitted on the board
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6. Ururrres Reourneo,

6.1 Electricity Supply: Single Phase, 220 V AC,50 Hz, 5-15 Amp combined socket

with earth connection.

6.2 Floor Area Required: 1.5 m x 1 m.

7. ExppnrrueruralPnoceoune:

7.1 Srrnrnc Pnoceoune (Fon Fnrr Coruvecnol):

7.1.1 Ensure that mains ON/OFF switch given on the panel is at OFF position &

dimmer stat is at zero position.

7.1.2 Connect electtc supply to the set up.

7.1.3 Switch ON the mains ON / OFF switch.

7.1 .4 Set the heater input by the dimmer stat, voltmeter in the range 40 to 100

V.

7.1.5 After 1.5 hrs. note down the reading of voltmeter, ampere meter and

temperature sensors at every 10 minutes interval (till observing change in

consecutive readings of temperatures t 0.2 oC).

7.2 Gr-osrr'rc Pnoceoune (Fon Fnee Coruvecrroru):

7.2.'l When experiment is over set the dimmer stat to zero position.

7.2.2 Switch OFF the mains ON/OFF switch.

7.2.3 Switch OFF electric supply to the set up.

7.3 Sranrmc PaoceounE (Fon Fonceo Colvecrroru):

7.3.1 Ensure that mains ON/OFF switch given on the panel is at OFF position &

dimmer stat is at zero position.

7.3.2 Connect electric supply to the set up.

7.3.3 Fill water in manometer up to half of the scale, by opening PU pipe

connection from the air flow pipe and connect the pipe back to its position

afler doing so.

7.3.4 Switch ON the mains ON / OFF switch.
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7.3.5 Set the heater input by the dimmer stat, voltmeter in the range 40 to 100

V.

7.3.6 Switch ON the blower.

7.3.7 Set the flow of air by operating the valve V1

7.3.8 After 0.5 hrs. note down the reading of voltmeter, ampere meter,

manometer and temperature sensors at every 10 minutes interval (till

observing change in consecutive readings of temperatures t 0.2 oC).

7.4 Closrle Pnocroune (Fon Foncro Convecrrolt):

7.4.1 When experiment is over set the dimmer stat to zero position.

7.4.2 Switch OFF the bJower.

7.4.3 Switch OFF the mains ON/OFF switch.

7.4.4 Switch OFF electric supply to the set up.

OgsEnvlrtoN & Carcurarroru,

8.1 Dru:
--ermal conductivity of fin material kr = 2O4.2Wlmoc

= '1000 kg/mlensity of manometric fluid p*

l=nsity of air pa = 1.093 kg/m

:.celeration due to gravity g

I ameter of orifice d"

= I 81 m/sec

=0026m

--.] ameter of pipe dp = 0.052 m

I ameter of fin D = 0.020 m

-ength of fin L = 0.170 m

lriflce coefficient Co

listance of first temperature sensors (T1) from the one end point X1 =0045m
listance of second temperature sensors (T2) from ihe one end poini X2 = 0.07m

Distance of third temperature sensors (T3) from the one end point X3

D stance of fourth temperature sensors (Ta) from the one end point &
= 0.095 m

= 0.12 m

= 0145 m

HEATTRANSFER FRAM A PIN FIN
Paqe Na 4 of 13 (Rcv 1)

Distance of fifth temperature sensors (Ts) from the one end point X5

Distance between temperature sensors (T6) and temperature sensors (T7) Xo = 0.01m
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82.a OesenvarroHTrer-e (Fon Fnee Coruvecror):

S.tlo. Tr ("C)

8.2.b Ogsrnvrrrou Teer-e (Fon Foncro CoruvecrtoH):

GlLcuLnttotts:

Free Convection: Experimentally

f f -T LT LT
1-=- lwl

5

Tt =rs(c)

AT =T. Tr (C)

A = !D' tm2t
4

a=
k, x Ax(Tu -7,)

8.3

(w)
X

As=nDL(m2)

at
h- = * rwim'oc)'' A.Ar

Free Convection: Theoreticallv

T- r, T. T'-T^-T-pg1
J
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rTr.V,
Enein.sing c.rs,{! Connecion

\ =rr(c)

s., = (r. +zzets)-(r, +zzt.ts) (K)

(K)

Find the properties ol ai, (B ,k ,

g= 

'! 
6'1

y, PJ at lemperature ID, from data book,

._ gpD! aT,v.=---;-

N, = 0.53(G, x P,)1t4

n* - !4- p,wt^, "c)

C=zD (m\

o=to''^"

^= E;d ,^,
\k'A'

" 
_ tanh mL

mL

u=!t nt

4 =l Cc)

, _ ffcoshn(L - x,l+Hsinhm(L_x.\1. .t

'"'-L---EoshmF '(ro -4).] 'r't"cl (X = Xr)

7* _(T^ +273.15)+ (7, +273.1s)

w/m"c)

1m2 /sec)
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(x = Xr)fcoshmll - X.,1+ H sinh m1L - X,)1,,

[cosh mL r H sinh mll

lcoshm(L X ]rHsinhm(L X. )]/,

[cosh mL + H sinh mL] " '

lcosh m(L Xo )+ H sinhm(L Xo)],' 
fcosn ml -,v sinnmL] 

-'lr"

lcosh m(L - X5 ) - H sinh m(L - X. )],' 
fcosh mL - H sinh mL'| '(r"

Trno

TE"1=71 fC)

Tr", =7, (C\

r,," = r" fc)

TE A =T4 (C)

r,"" = r" cc)

G.ercularroH Taer-e(Fon Fnee GoHvecrror'r) :

S.No.

Forced Convection: Experimentallv

7- T, +7, +7" +To +T, 
1.g1"'5

rr =rs(c)

AT =T. -Tt (C)

A=LD'm'zt
4

- r)]* t r.,

-t,!.t,e.l

t

t
T,n,

(x = x3)

(X=X,

(X = Xs)
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rartp
k,. A.(T" T_)o= ' (w)- x.,

As=zDL(m2)

h-. = Q (wr'oc)" A.LT

Forced Convection: Theoreticallv

T, +7, +T. +To +7.r_= ' '' ': " '" cc\
5

T

T

= r, Cc)

(T. + 273.15) + (T, +273.15)
(K)

at temperature I.r from data book.Find the properties of air (pa1 ,

k=_ (Wm"c)

p = _ (kg/m-sec)

p,, = _ (kg/m3)

uo =La3 \^")

a'=!ai 6\

n, =h'-h'(o- -,)100 lp" )

k' p)

(m)

o, _C"aoa"Jzgnn

,lu| u3
(m3/sec)

y" =9u 6tsecy

V" T,I

Tt + 2'13.15

HEAT TRANAFER FRAM A PIN.FIN
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- lfcoshmtl-Xr)+Hsinhm(L v \l
r" -l' -f*nmi+Hsinhmll "'"(r r )] r'fc)

boshm(L - Xr )+ Hsinhm(L X,)li
1"".--t H sinh mll 'lro

T.o [cosh mtL X, t- H sinh m1L - X. tl,' 
fcosn ml H sinh mL] 

- 'lr"

lcosh m(L - X u) - HsinhmtL - X. )],,
["oshnrL ti sinnnrt] "'

= r, fc)

= r, fc)

arar
rVr

- DV.p".

N, = 0.6'15(R" )0466

h-- =N"k rwm2 oc)
'"D

A=LD'Im'\
4

C=nD (m)

-= lr',, ,^,
\ k,'t

tanhrrl
mL

71 =!u 61
krm

To =T.

- [coshmll X,), Hsinhm(L- Xi)],-
fcoshml ' Hsinhmll rr ' -r,)].r,c"r

- t)]* t rt'

(X = X1)

(X = Xr)

I (x = x3)

(X = X4)

(X = Xs)
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r=,, = r. fc)

T.,1 =T4 cC)

CrLcuLnrroH TneLe(Fon Fonceo Convecrtor):

S.No.

NoraeucLarune:

Trr' ('C) Te" ("c)

Nom Column Heading Un its Type

Cross sectional area of fin m' Calculated

3: Area of orifice m' Calculated

a: Area of pipe Calculated

Surface heat transfer area mt Calculated

c Perimeter m Calculated

Orifice coefficient Given

Givenl Fin diameter m

d, Orifice diameter m Given

d: Diameter of pipe m Given

g Acceleration due to gravity Given

G, Grashoff's number Calculated

H Parameter m Calculated

-.- hz Manometer reading cm I\,4eas u red

Experimental heat transfer coefficient W/m'oc Calculafed

Theoretical heat transfer coefficient Wm"C Calculated

k Thermal conductivity of air at temperature Tmr W/m "C Calculated

L. Thermal conductivity of fin material Given

L Fin length m Given

m Fin parameter m Calculated

N Nusselt number Calculated

, : :_-_: }r'i Lmiled, Anbala
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Prandtl number Calculaied

O Amount of heai transfer Calculated

3, Volumetric flow rate of air through the pipe m"/sec Calculated

Reynolds number Calculated

T5 Temperatures of the pin fin test section surface Measured

-- T_ Temperature at center of pin fin at Xo distance Measured

Temperature of the suction duct surface "c Measured

Fin base temperaiure "c Calculated

Experimental temperature within the fin Calculated

Experimental temperature at the first sensor oc Calculafed

-.Q Experirnenlal temperatu'e at the second sensor Calculaied

Fxperimeltal temperature at the third sensor c Calculated

Experimental temperature at the fourlh sensor "c Calculated

Experimental temperature at the fiflh sensor oc Calculaied

Fin temperature at any point oc Calculaied

Fin mean temperature C Calculated

Fluid mean temp '1, Calculated

Theoretical temperature within the fin oc Calculaied

Theoretical temperature at ihe first sensor "c Calculaied

Theoretical temperature at the second sensor Calculated

-heoretical temperature at the third sensor "c Calculated

Theoretical temperaiure at the fourth sensor "c Calculafed

Theoretical temperature at the fifth sensor "c Calculated

Velocity of air m/sec Calculated

Velocity of air at temperature T.r m/sec Calculated

X Distance of the sensors from one end of ihe fin m Given

x Distance of first temperature sensors (T1) from the

one end point

m Given

Distance of second temperature sensors (T2) from

the one end point

m Given

Distance of third temperature sensors (T, from the

one end point

m Given

L Distance of fourth temperature sensors (Ta) from

the one end point

m Given

GivenX. Distance of fifth temperature sensors (T5) from the m

a a-+- >:. Liniled Anbala
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one end po nt

xo Distance between temperature sensors (T6) and

temperature sensors (T7)

m Given

Density of air kg/m3 Given

lal Density of air at temperature (T., kg/m' Calculated

p* Density of manometeric fluid kg/m" Given

lJ Coefficient of thermal exparsion of fluid Calculated

1: Fin effectiveness Calculated

l-L
Dynamic viscosity of air kg/m-sec Calculated

Kinematic viscosity of air Calculated

GtCutateaAH Head loss m

AT Temperaiure difference on fin surface Calculated

AT, Temperature difference on fin surface K Calculaied

' Symbols represeni unitless quantity

' 8. Parclurrol & Mlnrreruarce hsrnucrror.rs,

i 0.1 Never run the apparatus if power supply is less than 200 volts and more than 230

volts.

'0.2 Never switch ON mains power supply before ensuring that all the ON/OFF

switches given on the panel are at OFF position.

' 0.3 Operate selector switch of temperature indicator gently.

-0.4 Always keep the apparatus free from dust.

TnouaLEsHoorrNc:

'i I lf eleciric panel is not showing the input on the mains light. Check the main

supply.

'2 Rereneruces,

'2.1 Holman, J.P (2008). Heat Transfer. gthEd.ND: Mccraw Hill. pp 39 46.

'22 Kumat, D.S (2008). Heat & Mass Transfer.7th Ed. ND: S.K Kataria & Sons. pp

233 -239, 253-256, 260-262.
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